AN EARLY GRAVE

25,000 BC

THE BEAR TRIBE HAD LOST ONE OF ITS MEMBERS.

HE WAS BURIED WITH HIS SPEAR AND STONE KNIVES AS BEFITTING A HUNTER. THE CAVE WALLS RANG WITH THE SHAMAN’S DRUMMING AND FUNERAL SONGS.

IT WAS THE SINGING THAT WOKE HIM.

HE HEARD THE SONG OF REMEMBRANCE AND THE GREAT SONG OF DEATH AND REBIRTH AND THE JOURNEY TO THE OTHER WORLD.

IT WAS HIS OWN NAME THEY SANG...

HE OPENED HIS EYES, AND, AS IF FROM A GREAT DISTANCE, SAW HIS TRIBE LEAVING THE CAVE.

HE FOUND HIMSELF IN THE CAVE, STANDING BEFORE A NEWLY-FILLED GRAVE PIT.

HE WAS ABOUT TO FOLLOW THE TRIBE WHEN HE SAW A LIGHT IN THE CAVE’S DEPTHS.
THE LIGHT RECEDED INTO THE EARTH. HE FOLLOWED...

...INTO THE BELLY OF THE MOUNTAIN MOTHER.

THE TUNNEL BECAME NARROWER, UNTIL HE HAD TO CRAWL ON HIS HANDS AND KNEES. IT WAS THIS WAY DURING HIS INITIATION RITE, BEFORE HIS FIRST HUNT, WHEN THE BOYS HAD ENTERED THE CAVE AND EMERGED AS MEN.

BUT UNLIKE THAT LONG AGO JOURNEY, THIS TIME THE DARKNESS AND HEAVY ROCK DIDN'T SEEM TO CRUSH THE AIR FROM HIS LUNGS; INDEED, HE DIDN'T SEEM TO BREATHE AT ALL...

...HE COULD SEE THE CAVE WALLS THROUGH HIS FLESH...

...AND HE FELT NO FEAR.

THE LIGHT GREW BRIGHTER UNTIL IT FILLED THE TUNNEL. IT SURROUNDED HIM...

...AND SUDDENLY HE WAS FALLING THROUGH.
He was in the most sacred place of all: the cave swarmed with the shamen’s paintings. Bison, auroch, mammoth, all danced on the walls of the earth’s womb, some pierced by the hunter’s spears to provide food and skins for the two-legged ones, others to bear young and fill the world with beasts.

And above him was painted the Lord of the Hunt, the man in horns and skins.

The eyes of the animal master seemed to stare back at him. He could not look away, and then he doubted his own eyes, for the painted hoof/hand raised itself and pointed at him...

A rumbling sound began and filled the cavern, until the walls shook.
The cave rang with the clatter of painted hooves, he saw the animal forms running faster and faster, the colors flowing together.

He screamed, and the sound was swallowed up in the din. He began to run...

Bear and bison, elk and deer and man, ran together, blurring...
HE RAN UNDER BLUE SKIES AND THROUGH DENSE WOODS.

THE TWO-LEGGS BROUGHT HIM DOWN, STABBING HIM AGAIN AND AGAIN.

THE HUNTER HAD BECOME THE HUNTED. THE TRIBE WOULD EAT AND THRIVE.

THE CIRCLE HAD CLOSED.